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Unleashing Joy Self Help Worksheet  

1. Ask yourself the following questions to enquire: 

a) What has prevented you from feeling joy?  

 

 

 

b) What needs to happen for you to make peace with yourself? 

 

 

 

c) Are there any situations remaining, you want to make peace with? 

 

 

 

 

d) What remains for you to accept who you are and be in touch with your 

truest self? 

 

 

 

e) If you could feel unbridled joy now, what would your life be like? 
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f) Write down 3 specific examples when you have not felt joy: 

 

No. What has 

prevented you 

from feeling joy? 

How did it make 

you feel? 

What number 

is it at? 

Where in the 

body part do 

you feel it? 

1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

3  
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g) Of the 3 examples identify the first example you want to work on.  

 

 

 

 

2. Once you have identified one example that you want to explore. 

Now start tapping on the side of the hand (Karate Chop point) while 

saying your statement out loud: “Even though I was not able to experience 

joy when ________ (what you were not able to feel joy about) and I can feel 

it in my ___________________ (body part) ____________ and it’s at a 

number _____________ (add number) and it makes me feel 

_______________ (feelings and sensations), I deeply and completely love 

and accept myself.” 

 

3. Then tap on the facial and upper body points using the reminder phrase 

(the phrases that includes information on the story name, number and 

feeling) while saying the reminder phrases out loud: 

 

 Eyebrow: I was not able to experience joy when __________ (what has 

prevented you from feeling joy) 

 Side of Eye/ Temple: I can feel it in my_____________ (body part) 

 Under the Eye: It’s at a number __________________ (number) 

 Under the Nose: It made me feel ______________ (feeling or sensation) 
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 Chin: In my ____________ (body part) at a number _______________ 

 Collarbone: Really ___________________ (feeling or sensation) 

 Underarm: So ___________________ (feeling or sensation) 

 Thumb: So _______________ (feeling or sensation) 

 Index finger: Not able to experience joy because ____________________ 

 Middle finger: I feel it in my __________________ (body part) 

 Little finger: So  ___________________ (feeling or sensation) 

 

4. Close the sequence by tapping on the side of the hand (Karate Chop point) 

while saying your statement out loud: “Even though I was not able to 

experience joy when ________ (what you were not able to feel joy about) 

and I can feel it in my _______ (body part) ____ and it’s at a number _____ 

(add number) and it makes me feel _____ (feelings and sensations), I deeply 

and completely love and accept myself.” 

 

5. Then relax: Take a gentle breath in and out and then a sip of water. 

 

6.  Then ask yourself, “What number is it at, what prevented you from feeling 

joy?” If reduced to a level you feel happy with, you can stop. If you would 

like it to come down move to step 7. 

 

7. Then ask yourself: 

 What is left about what prevented you from feeling joy?  
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 Where in the body do you feel it? 

 On a scale of 1 to 10, what number is it at? 

 How did it make you feel? 

 

 8. Repeat Steps 2-6 till the charge on what made you feel not joyful comes 

down.    

 
8. Once this example is complete, go back and explore the remaining two 

examples. 
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Gratitude Love Letter 

Write a letter to yourself for everything you are grateful for? 

Begin with I love you (read the letter for the next 21 days). Write the letter 

keeping in mind the below questions: 

 What are you grateful to you about? 

 What’s so incredible about you this amazing being with your name on it? 

 Write down what in your life do you feel grateful for? 

 What life experiences do you feel grateful for? 

 What are the things you take granted that you are grateful for? 

Sometimes we are grateful for things only when they are taken away from 

us like walking, digesting food etc. 
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Positive Tapping 

Tap on the top of head, facial and upper body points while saying the phrases 

out loud: 

I am so happy...I can’t stop smiling… I am so happy…I can’t stop smiling...I am 

so joyful… I can’t stop smiling…I am so joyful...I can’t stop being….I am so 

Joyful….I can’t stop beaming…. I am so joyful....I am so joyful...I can’t stop 

merging….I am so joyful….I can’t stop being my delicious self…..I am so 

joyful…..I can’t stop being my yummy confidence self…..I am so joyful…..I can’t 

stop being grateful…..I am so joyful…..I can’t stop being alive…..Alive to be me 

and alive to life…..I just can’t stop it… 
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